KENDALL COUNTY
REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION

Kendall County Office Building
Rooms 209 & 210
111 W. Fox Street, Yorkville, Illinois

Minutes of July 27, 2016
Approved by the Regional Plan Commission August 24, 2016

Chairman Bill Ashton called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm.

ROLL CALL
Members Present: Bill Ashton, Claire Wilson, Tom Casey, Budd Wormley, Larry Nelson, Roger Bledsoe, Angela Zubko
Staff present: John Sterrett, Senior Planner
Members Absent: John Shaw, Vern Poppen
In the Audience: Approximately 60 people were in attendance. Those who spoke and/or signed the sign-in sheet included: Attorney Dan Kramer; Robert Delaney; Chris Jensen; Megan Jensen; Jeanne Freeman; Greg Peterson; Joe Phillips; Jerry Lizalek; Roy Wake; Kathy Wake; Tom Christ; John Wolfinbarger; Scott Wallin; Jason Rome; Mike Kinzler; Eric Peterson; Virgil Karales; Dick Pedicord; Jonathan Villaneuva; David Rynite; John Miller; Daniel Eamon; Kevin Tomlanovich

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Ms. Zubko made a motion, seconded by Mr. Wormley, to approve the agenda as written. With a voice vote of all ayes, the motion carried.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Mr. Bledsoe made a motion, seconded by Mr. Nelson, to approve the June 22, 2016. With a voice vote of all ayes, the motion carried.

PETITIONS
16-14 Robert Delaney
Request: Special Use to allow an outdoor shooting range in the A-1 Agricultural District
Location: 16502 Church Road in Lisbon Township
Mr. Sterrett outlined the request for a special use in the A-1 Agricultural District to operate an outdoor shooting range, which is permitted as a special use in the A-1 Agricultural District with certain requirements. The range is proposed on a 38 acre parcel zoned as A-1 Agricultural east of Church Road, one-quarter mile north of Whitewillow Road in Lisbon Township.

The property is landlocked without direct access onto Church Road and obtains access to Church Road through an existing gravel drive across the property to the west through an ingress/egress easement. The petitioner has indicated to staff about improving the access drive with tar and chip. Staff would be supportive of this to lessen the impact of vehicles accessing this site.

The proposed shooting range will be located on the far eastern side of the property next to the ComED right-of-way property. The County’s Zoning Ordinance requires shooting ranges to be located a distance of 1,000’ from residential dwelling units. The petitioner has provided an exhibit depicting a 1,000’ buffer area from the southeast corner of the nearest residential structure to the west.
The petitioner is proposing 24 shooting lanes each 75’ in length with a north-south orientation and firing taking place towards the south. The lanes are divided into two 12 lane bays with a 10’ concrete wall dividing the two bays. A 10’ concrete wall is proposed on the western shooting bay and a 10’-20’ concrete wall is proposed on the eastern side of the bay near the ComED right-of-way property. A twenty foot earthen berm is proposed as a back stop for the range with a 6’ vertical wood baffle on top. The western side of the shooting range will feature a 20’ side berm as well extending north half way up the length of the shooting lanes. A proposed shooting canopy structure will be located on the eastern shooting bay to serve as a baffle device to prevent projectiles leaving the range area. The western shooting bay does not have this same canopy proposed. A series of evergreen trees will be planted on the western edge of the range.

The petitioner has submitted a business operation plan to the County. The hours of operation proposed include Tuesday thru Friday 10:00am to 8:00pm, or until one-half hour before dusk, whichever is first and Saturday and Sundays 9:00am to 8:00pm, or until one-half hour before dusk, whichever is first. The petitioner has indicated having a later start time for Sunday operation. Staff recommends this start time be 12:00pm on Sundays. The range will be closed on Mondays. The petitioner has indicated that 1 range safety official will be assigned for each 12 lanes with a chief range safety official on site to oversee all range bays.

Thirty (38) parking stalls are proposed, two (2) of which will be reserved for ADA compliance. The parking will be located on the north end of the property near the gravel drive.

Originally, the petitioner had proposed utilizing portable toilets on a temporary basis. Due to Illinois plumbing codes, however, this would not be permitted and the Health Department will require permanent bathroom facilities. As such, the petitioner will be required to provide these facilities within an existing structure on the property or be incorporated into a new facility to be built. It is staff’s understanding that the site plan may be revised to indicate the location of the building and the parking will be relocated. The development of this property will require a stormwater management permit.

A hazardous waste plan addressing lead management is required as part of the special use. The petitioner has begun working with an outfit to develop a best management practices for lead removal and is here tonight. Staff is recommending a series of conditions to be placed on the special use, if approved, including:

- The shooting range operation shall conform with NRA standards established in the NRA Source Book
- Berming shall be a minimum height of twenty (20) feet per the NRA Range Source Book
- A sign shall be installed that is visible to all visitors of the shooting range that lists allowed firearm types, rules of operation – hearing and vision protection required
- The existing gravel drive providing access from Church Road to the site be improved with a hard surface
- A State recognized, nationally recognized or NRA Certified range supervisor shall be present at all times
- A range flag, a sign, or red light shall be displayed at all times when firing is taking place
- Access to the shooting range shall be controlled by a lockable gate.
- Hazardous waste plan addressing lead management required with a lead removal occurring at least once a year
- Submission of a maintenance bond annually for removal of lead
- Submission of the types of firearms to be used
- Only the use of handguns shall be permitted and no high power rifles or shotguns shall be permitted
- No discharge of lead shall occur into any wetlands
- No alcohol shall be allowed
- Sunday hours of operation shall be limited to 12:00pm to 8:00pm, or until one-half hour before dusk
- A sheltered canopy structure shall be constructed to serve as a baffle for the range to prevent any projectiles from leaving the range area or exceeding the height of the twenty (20) foot berm. This design
shall be submitted to the Kendall County Planning, Building, and Zoning Department for review and approval.

- All applicable Federal, State and County rules and regulations shall be adhered to
- All applicable Federal and State licenses and approval shall be submitted to the Kendall County Planning, Building, and Zoning Department prior to commencing operations and submitted annually thereafter
- Shall satisfy all requirements of the Kendall County Health Department
- A stormwater management permit shall be approved prior to the start of construction
- Proposed signage shall meet the requirements of Section 12 of the Zoning Ordinance
- Lighting shall meet the standards of Section 11.02.F.12.d of the Zoning Ordinance
- Must adhere to the Performance standards of Section 10.01.F of the Zoning Ordinance

The petition received a favorable recommendation from the County’s Zoning, Platting Advisory Committee. The petition received an unfavorable recommendation from the Lisbon Township Plan Commission and the Lisbon Township Board.

Attorney Dan Kramer stated that outdoor shooting ranges are an allowable special use in the County’s Zoning Ordinance. Robert Delaney, petitioner, described the revised site plan for the range including proposed berming, parking, baffling, and a building. Mr. Delaney stated that the site plan has changed since the ZPAC meeting. Mr. Delaney stated that the range will primarily be membership based and some conceal carry training. No rifles or shotguns will be used. Mr. Sterrett stated that there are no noise regulations included in the shooting range special use category. Mr. Delaney stated that the current shared access drive will have a tar and chip surface all the way to Church Road. Questions were raised from the Commission regarding constructing a new access road that will eliminate shooting range traffic from the property to the west and the maintenance of this roadway.

Greg Peterson, 16502 A Church Road, owns the property directly to the west of the proposed shooting range. Mr. Peterson objected to the proposal because of the utilization of the shared residential driveway. Mr. Peterson has concerns regarding the amount of traffic that will be using this drive for the range. Mr. Peterson stated that shooters have been active on the site without a special use. The property value will be affected as well from the proposed use. Mr. Peterson also has concerns regarding the environmental impact from the range. Mr. Peterson stated that the 1,000’ buffer should be revised.

Joe Phillips, 6718 Whitewillow Road, lives within ½ a mile of the proposed range. Mr. Phillips presented the Commission with a market impact study completed by John Green Realty regarding property values near gun ranges stating the negative impacts. Mr. Phillips has concerns with the trajectory of fired ammunition that could potentially leave the shooting range.

Jerry Lizalek, 25006 West Sue Drive Channahon, spoke in support of the proposed range. Mr. Lizalek is an NRA range safety officer and works with an existing range in Plainfield in Will County. Mr. Lizalek believes this range will provide a benefit to both the private and public sector.

Roy Wake, 6232 Whitewillow Road, spoke in objection to the proposed range and had concerns regarding the noise and the amount of traffic that will be generated from the proposed use.

Kathy Wake, 6232 Whitewillow Road, spoke in objection to the proposed range. Ms. Wake had concerns from existing shooting that is already taking place on the property as well as the added traffic from the proposed use. Ms. Wake stated that there are already gun ranges for people to use.
Tom Christ, 1570 River Street Morris, stated his wife and daughter own property north of the proposed range and spoke in objection to the proposed range. Mr. Christ stated that the noise from the range will have a negative impact and brought up safety concerns citing an accident at a shooting range in LaSalle County.

Jerry Lizalek, 25006 West Sue Drive Channahon, addressed the incident brought up by Mr. Christ and discussed baffling.

John Wolfinbarger, 12859 MacKenzie Road, spoke in objection and stated that the range has been in operation for two years and has concerns about the legality of the special use as well as noise.

Joe Phillips, 6718 Whitewillow Road, addressed the gun range that was brought up previously in Plainfield.

Scott Wallin, 15724 Ashley Road, spoke in objection and stated that the noise will have a negative impact in the entire area, not just the immediate area. The berming will not prevent sound from traveling to other properties.

Jason Rome, 7024 Chicago, spoke in support of the proposed range. Mr. Rome stated that the berming will reduce the noise significantly. Mr. Rome believes a decibel test should be done before and after the berming is constructed. Mr. Rome believes safety will not be an issue based on the proposal.

John Wolfinbarger, 12859 MacKenzie Road, does not believe the berming will reduce the sound. Mr. Wolfinbarger reiterated about the legality of the operation.

Mike Kinzler, 935 Matoma Court Joliet, spoke in support of the range and described his business of manufacturing high security gate locks. All gates on the property will have high security locks with limited access with back up plans for missing or lost keys.

Eric Peterson, 1223 Liberty Street Morris, spoke in objection to the proposed range. Mr. Peterson stated that the impact on the property values is a concern. Mr. Peterson also had concerns about the property being used previously for a range. A different property with direct access to a road would be a better location.

James Manning, 6718 Whitewillow Road, spoke in objection to the proposed range. Mr. Manning stated he is a professional airline pilot and discussed the Federal Flight Deck Officer program and how the program works with firearms.

Scott Wallin, 15724 Ashley Road, expressed concerns about vehicles or individuals accessing the site around the security gate.

Virgil Karales, 14859 Brisbin Road, spoke in objection to the proposed range and had concerns about the location and adding another gun range to the area.

Dick Pedicord, lead management professional, discussed best management practices for lead disposal from shooting ranges. Mr. Pedicord stated that lead is reclaimed and recycled at shooting ranges consistent with EPA requirements. Mr. Pedicord stated there is no minimum timeframe for how often removal must take place but that is removed as is justified. Mr. Pedicord stated that the micro particulate from ammunition cannot be reclaimed. In between reclamation times, there must be management including design features and operation activities. Mr. Pedicord discussed range design to maintenance of lead between reclaiming to minimize re-suspension of lead. Mr. Pedicord stated that lead is five times the density of soil and does not travel as far as disturbed soil but there is no standard for the distance it travels.

Greg Peterson, 16502 A Church Road, stated that even minimizing the amount of lead that leaves the site will still have an impact on health for those who are exposed to it.
Jerry Lizalek, 25006 West Sue Drive Channahon, asked about the vegetation on the berm.

Eric Peterson, 1223 Liberty Street Morris, questioned how the Plan Commission can approve a plan that has been modified and a proposal that does not have a lead mitigation plan.

The Commission discussed concerns about non-staff members of the range having a key and access to the range property. Mr. Delaney stated that a range officer must be present for a patron to use the site. The Commission believed only range officers should be permitted to have keys to access the site. Mr. Kramer addressed the allegations regarding prior activity on the site for over two years and stated that Mr. Delaney has only owned the property 1.5 years. There was discussion on the fencing of the property to prevent anyone from accessing the site without using a key through the gate.

Ms. Zubko recommended that conditions be added including:
- No trap shooting, skeet shooting, or sporting clays
- The access drive shall be improved with tar and chip within one year after the approval
- The access drive be treated with calcium chloride within sixty days after the approval
- The hours of operation for the whole week be included
- The noise regulations be included in the special use ordinance
- No firearms sales shall take place on the property
- Only range officers shall be permitted to have a key

Ms. Wilson believes a comparison should be drafted of the costs of improving the existing shared access drive and creating a new drive without using the neighboring property and has more concerns regarding the volume of traffic rather than just the dust.

Mr. Nelson made a motion, seconded by Ms. Zubko, to continue the petition to the August 24th Plan Commission. With a voice vote of a 6 ayes and one no, the motion carried.

The Commission went into recess at 8:10pm.

The Commission came out of recess at 8:30pm.

16-16 Chris and Megan Jensen
Request: Special Use to allow a landscape operation and excavating operation
Location: 7225 Caton Farm Road in Kendall Township

Mr. Sterrett outlined the request for a special use in the A-1 Agricultural District to operate a landscape and excavating business at 7225 Caton Farm Road in Kendall Township on the north side of Caton Farm Road, just west of Church Road. Mr. Sterrett pointed out that excavating businesses are not permitted in the A-1 Agricultural District either by right or by special use and therefore the special use approval may only include a landscape operation.

The operation will include landscape maintenance, installation of landscaping, and related activities. No yard waste will be stored on-site with the possible exception of balled trees and bushes that have been prepared for installation. No retail or wholesale material will occur on site. No outdoor storage will take place and all equipment will be kept within a proposed building. No landscape waste will be stored on-site.
A 16,000sf building is proposed on the north end of the property to be used for storage of all equipment. This building will require a building permit. The property has an existing access point onto Caton Farm with an asphalt drive. The submitted site plan proposes a widening of this drive on the subject property as well as within the R.O.W. of Caton Farm Road.

No parking is identified on the site plan. A proposed gravel area is located to the north of the site surrounding the proposed 16,000sf building. Staff is of the opinion that this gravel parking area will be adequate for employee parking. This gravel area and the proposed pond near it will require a stormwater management permit. No lighting is proposed with the exception of a security light at the south edge of the proposed building.

A proposed non-lit free-standing sign is depicted at the southwest corner of the property along Caton Farm Road. This sign is subject to the requirements of Section 12 of the Zoning Ordinance and must be setback at least ten (10) feet from the edge of the ROW.

The Zoning Ordinance requires all vehicles, equipment and materials associated with a landscaping business shall be stored entirely within an enclosed structure, unless otherwise permitted under the terms of this Special Use Permit. The petitioner has indicated all equipment will be stored within the proposed building satisfying this requirement.

Mr. Sterrett stated that the ZPAC committee forwarded the petition onto the Plan Commission with a favorable recommendation. The Kendall Township Board recommended denial of the special use in a 3-2 vote citing reasons of the portion of the business that may involve excavating. The Township was fine with the landscaping purpose but did not feel comfortable approving the request because excavating businesses are not permitted in the A-1 Agricultural District.

Staff has recommended the following conditions be placed on the controlling special use ordinance:

1. All vehicles, equipment and materials associated with a landscaping business shall be stored entirely within an enclosed structure.
2. No employees are permitted to report to the site.
3. No landscape waste generated off the subject property may be burned on the subject property
4. A building permit shall be applied for and approved prior to the construction of the proposed building
5. All required site development permits shall be applied for and approved prior to start of construction
6. Proposed signage shall require a building permit and be subject to the sign requirements of Section 12 of the Zoning Ordinance.
7. The granting of this special use is only for a landscape operation and for those activities typically associated with a landscaping operation. Any other uses on the property not considered to be permitted by right or by special use are prohibited.

Attorney Dan Kramer, representing Chris and Megan Jensen, stated the use is a landscape operation with some equipment associated with excavating. There will be no outdoor storage of any kind on the property and there were will be a nursery stock in the rear of the property. Mr. Kramer stated that in the future there may be employees who do report to the site as part of the operation and would request that a condition allow a maximum of five (5) employees. No additional access point will be made to the site.

The Commission questioned what type of equipment the petitioner uses in conjunction with landscaping that may be associated with an excavating business. Mr. Jensen stated that he has a backhoe and skidsteer as well as tractors. The Commission instructed the petitioner to submit a list of equipment that the petitioner uses as part
of the operation to PBZ staff for review and that a condition be included limiting the equipment that is stored on the property to these items.

Angela Zubko made a motion, seconded by Larry Nelson, to recommend approval of the special use for a landscaping operation subject to the following conditions:

1. All vehicles, equipment and materials associated with a landscaping business shall be stored entirely within an enclosed structure.
2. A maximum of five (5) are permitted to report to the site
3. No landscape waste generated off the subject property may be burned on the subject property
4. A building permit shall be applied for and approved prior to the construction of the proposed building
5. All required site development permits shall be applied for and approved prior to start of construction
6. Proposed signage shall require a building permit and be subject to the sign requirements of Section 12 of the Zoning Ordinance.
7. The granting of this special use is only for a landscape operation and for those activities typically associated with a landscaping operation. Any other uses on the property not considered to be permitted by right or by special use are prohibited.
8. No retail or wholesale sales shall occur on the property
9. Equipment that is permitted to be located on site shall be subject to review and approval prior to the start of operations.

Mr. Sterrett called the roll: Mr. Ashton – Aye; Mr. Bledsoe – Aye; Mr. Casey – Aye; Mr. Nelson – Aye; Ms. Wilson – Aye; Ms. Zubko – Aye; Mr. Wormley – Aye. The motion carried.

The petition will be forwarded onto the Special Use Hearing Officer for Monday, August 1, 2016 at 7:00pm.

REVIEW OF PETITIONS THAT WENT TO COUNTY BOARD
16-10 – Whitetail Ridge LLC – A-1 Special Use – Banquet Hall Facility – 9111 Ashley Road, Kendall Township – Approved by County Board July 19, 2016.

CITIZENS TO BE HEARD/ PUBLIC COMMENT
None

NEW BUSINESS
The Commission discussed some of the concerns from surrounding property owners near the Ellis Banquet Hall and applicable zoning restrictions that may apply.

OLD BUSINESS
Review and Discussion of LRMP – NW corner of Light Road and Route 31
The Kendall County Planning, Building, and Zoning Department was approached by a property owner located at the northwest corner of State Route 31 and Light Road regarding a proposed expansion of an existing indoor self-service storage facility. The expansion would consist of the construction of a 8,400sf self-service storage building as well as a proposed outdoor storage area. The existing facility is zoned as B-2 (General Business) with a special use to operate the indoor self-service storage facility. The special use was granted for the indoor self-service storage facility in 1976. The parcel immediately to the south of the existing facility, where the expansion is proposed, is zoned as B-1 (Local Shopping). The B-1 district does not permit indoor self-service storage facilities nor does it allow outdoor storage either by right or by special use. The B-2 district allows for an indoor self-service storage facility as a conditional use and allows for outdoor storage as a special use. The property owner therefore will need to seek a rezoning of the current B-1 zoned property to B-2 for this expansion.
When reviewing proposed zoning map amendments, the County’s Land Use Plan is taken into consideration to determine the proper zoning and uses for a specific area. The County’s Land Use Plan currently identifies the subject area at the northwest corner of State Route 31 and Light Road as suburban residential (max density 1.00 du/acre). The existing zoning in the subject area consists of a mix of commercial zoning: B-1 (Local Shopping), B-2 (General Business), B-3 (Highway Commercial) with the existing uses of a gas station, a commercial strip mall, the self-service storage facility, a decommissioned water treatment facility, and stormwater detention facilities to serve these commercial uses. The area totals 10.5 acres.

Staff is of the opinion that given the existing zoning classifications and existing commercial uses in this area that the County’s Land Use plan be amended to reflect commercial development for consistency with existing zoning and uses. Attached is a draft amendment to this portion of the Land Use Plan identifying the area as commercial. Per State Statute, a public hearing must take place as part of amending the County’s Land Use Plan. This public hearing may occur at the next available Regional Plan Commission meeting in August.

When reviewing proposed zoning map amendments, the County’s Land Use Plan is taken into consideration to determine the proper zoning and uses for a specific area. The County’s Land Use Plan currently identifies the subject area at the northwest corner of State Route 31 and Light Road as suburban residential (max density 1.00 du/acre). The existing zoning in the subject area consists of a mix of commercial zoning: B-1 (Local Shopping), B-2 (General Business), B-3 (Highway Commercial) with the existing uses of a gas station, a commercial strip mall, the self-service storage facility, a decommissioned water treatment facility, and stormwater detention facilities to serve these commercial uses. The area totals 10.5 acres. A public hearing will be taking place on August 24, 2016.

**Dumpsters in Residential Zoning Districts** – continued

**ADJOURNMENT**
Ms. Zubko made a motion, seconded by Mr. Wormley, to adjourn. With a voice vote of all ayes, the motion carried. The Regional Plan Commission meeting adjourned at 9:59 pm.

Respectfully submitted by,
John H. Sterrett, Senior Planner